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Abstract-DNA sequence and structure design is very Impor- For above DNA nano-applications, DNA sequence and 
tant for DNA nanotechnology and DNA computation. A computer 
aided design tool is needed for exploring DNA sequence and 
structure of interests before experimental synthesis, which is 
a very time and labor consuming process. In this paper, an 
interactive DNA sequence and StNCtUre design software tool 
called DNA shop is proposed and implemented. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
As the carrier of genetic information for all living species, 
DNA has been well-known for its unique properties of infor- 
mation encoding, structure self-recognition and self-assembly. 
DNA computation and DNA nanotechnology are two emerging 
fields aiming to use these properties. 
DNA nanotechnology takes advantage of the fact that the 
intermolecular interactions of DNA are highly specific and 
readily programmed through Watson-Crick complementary 
property. Possible applications include scaffolds for molecular 
electronic devices and nanometer-scale robots construction. 
Seeman ['I] proposed DNA as scafFolds to organize structures 
of other molecules. Mao et al. [6] showed that self-assembly 
structure of branched DNA motifs can provide basis for 
dynamic assembling switchable molecular machines. Yurke et 
al. [9] reported that the construction of a DNA machine in 
which the DNA is used not only as a structural material, but 
also as fuel. 
In addition, the combination of DNA information-encoding 
and recognition properties, and the enzymatic machinery ca- 
pability for DNA manipulation facilitate the emergence field 
of DNA computation. The feasibility of DNA computation 
was first demonstrated by Adleman in 1994 [I]. Benenson [Z] 
discussed a programmable finite automation comprising DNA 
and DNA-manipulating enzymes that solves computational 
problems autonomously. The automation's hardware consists 
of a restriction nuclease and ligase, the software and inputs are 
encoded by double-stranded DNA, and programming amounts 
to choose appropriate software molecules. Upon mixing so- 
lutions containing these components, the input molecules 
are processed via a cascade of restriction, hybridization and 
ligation cycles, producing a detectable output molecules that 
encode the computational results. 
.. 
structure design is a critical step. Currently, one must obtain 
proper conditions, refine designs and determine experimental 
windows for DNA structure design through tedious and often 
expensive processes of mals and errors [SI. A visualization 
tool is needed for DNA sequence and structure design. The 
purpose of this paper is to propose a software tool for DNA 
sequence and structure design. 
rI. DNA PROPERTIES 
DNA's unique biological properties include the specificity 
of the base pairing that holds two strands of double helix 
together: Adenine (A) pairs with Thymine (T) and Guanine 
(G) pairs with Cytosine (C). Usually, DNA double helix gener- 
ated from the complementary interactions is a linear molecule. 
Its axis is not branched in the biological sense. However, 
branched DNA molecules do occur as key intermediate state in 
DNA metabolism, particularly in the processes of  replication, 
recombination. 
Properties of DNA double helix are unlike those of any other 
natural or synthetic polymers. The molecule's characteristic 
base stacking and braided architecture lend it unusual stiffness: 
it takes about 50 times more energy to bend a double-stranded 
DNA molecule into a circle than to perform the same operation 
on single-stranded DNA. Furthermore, the double-stranded 
DNA molecule is very stable. These features make the douhle- 
stranded DNA molecule a great candidate of scaffolds for other 
molecules. DNA electrical properties make DNA one of the 
most interesting bio-molecules for molecular electronics [IO]. 
DNA molecules are in the nanometer scale and encode 
binary information. A DNA double helix is about 2 nm in 
diameter with helical repeat of ahout 10 base pairs, which pro- 
duces a pitch of 3.4-3.6 nm. A small volume of DNA contains 
a vast number of molecules. DNA in weak solution of one liter 
of water can encode lo' to lo8 tera-bytes information, which 
makes DNA molecule a potential material for information 
storing. DNA sequence may be used for encoding information 
that can he read externally by proteins and nucleic acids. Most 
current data storing media has a life around 100 years. DNA 
molecules may have much longer, stable and larger capacity 
for information storage. 
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A. DNA sticky ends 
DNA can be cut at precise locations by using restriction 
enzymes. Another enzyme-DNA ligase-can then be used 
to reassemble the pieces into any desired order. Together, 
these two enzymes allow researchers to assemble customized 
DNA structures. For example, restriction enzymes typically 
recognize a symmetrical sequence of DNA, such as the site of 
EcoRI: 
GAATTC - - - (1) 
CTTAAG - -- (2)  
For the DNA sequences, the top strand is the reverse of the hot- 
tom strand. Using restriction enzymes to react at this cite and 
break hydrogen bonds holding the overlapping single stranded 
complementary strands, which are the strands between G and 
A, overhanging chains as follows can be obtained: 
_ _ _  
_ _ _  
G AATTC - - -  (3) 
(4) 
The segments AATT in (3) and TTAA in (4) are called 
sticky ends, which are complementaty each other. DNA sticky 
ends provide a predictable, diverse, reliable and programmable 
set of intermolecular interactions. DNA molecules can be 
manipulated by commercially available enzymes - they can he 
joined by DNA ligases, cleaved at specific sites by restriction 
enzymes, phosphorylated by kinases and have their topology 
altered hy DNA topoisomerases. 
B. DNA self-assembly 
The capability of fabricating individual molecules and atoms 
is the key for nanotechnology. Self-assembly, which is a 
method for constructing structures by spontaneously self- 
ordering of substructures, is an attractive approach for nano- 
smcture fabrication. The technique works by simulating the 
way biological systems build molecules, viruses, and cells. 
DNA self-assembly presents a hottom-up approach to fahri- 
cafe nano-scale objects. DNA self-assembly uses artificially 
synthesized single strand DNA to self-assemble into different 
DNA crossover molecules (tiles), which have sticky ends that 
preferentially match the sticky ends of certain other DNA tiles, 
facilitating the further assembly into tiling lattices - DNA 
machines. 
_ _ _  
_ _ _  CTTAA G _ - -  
111. A SOFTWARE TOOL FOR DNA SEQUENCE AND 
STRUCTURE DESIGN: DNA SHOP 
Two steps usually are involved in the DNA sequence and 
structure design. The first step is called sequence selection and 
the second step can be regarded as interactive DNA structure 
design. Sequence selection is the critical part of DNA structure 
design. Sequence needs to be proper defined so that the 
Watson-Crick complementarity and sticky ends can generate 
desired structure. Branched target molecules correspond to 
an excited state must be taken to ensure that the excited 
product obtained is the one that is sought. During the structure 
design, users need to have a flexibility to move DNA segments 
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DNA properly editor Work place 
Fig. I. User interface of the DNA shop 
around interactively. Users may specify the length, start and 
ending bases of the sequence. Complementary sequences will 
be generated automatically following the Watson-Crick com- 
plementarity. Sticky ends are specified by users interactively. 
To facilitate DNA sequence and structure design, a software 
tool called DNA shop is developed. DNA shop is a java 
visualization tool for interactive DNA sequence and structure 
design. The software tool contains object management mod- 
ule, interactive user input module, graphics display module, 
coordinate transformation module, and DNA object module. 
The system is based on Java 3D class and Java J2SE SDK. 
Fig. 1 shows the user interface of the tool. It contains a “main 
menu”, a “work place’’, a “DNA object window” and a “DNA 
property editor”. Components and functions of each windows 
are as follows: . The main menu contains “File”, “Simulation” and “Help” 
three submenus. The “File” submenu is used to open 
and save a file, or exit the program. The “simulation” 
submenu is used to activate the work space. . The work space shows the designed DNA structure. Users 
may select bases and change them. Users may move any 
part of a sequence to different locations by changing the 
coordinates. . The DNA object window shows all DNA objects in the 
work space. For each DNA object, users can make copy, 
generate complementary or change the name. . The DNA property editor shows each DNA’s object- 
oriented properties including “Reference”, “Coordinate”, 
“Display”, “Color”, “Text”, “Height”, “Left split”, “Split 
angle”, and “Left complementary”. 
- Reference represents origin of the DNA sequence. It 
could be any predefined world coordinate or another 
DNA object. In Fig. I, W1 is the world coordinate. 
- Coordinate is the world coordinate of the DNA with 
respect to the “Reference” point. 
- Display property controls whether displays the ob- 
ject or not. 
object. 
bases. 
- Color represents the color used to draw a DNA 
- Text specifies DNA sequences using four DNA letter 
- Height defines height of DNA characters. 
- Left split specifies the bending position of the DNA 
strand by counting number of DNA bases from left. 
- Split angle defines the bending angle of the DNA 
strand. 
- Left complementary controls the sequence for com- 
plimentary generation. If it is not checked, compli- 
mentary of the right split sequence will be gener- 
ated. Otherwise, the complimentary for the left split 
sequence will be generated. 
Right click on an object in the object window will select 
the object. Users can then select delete or copy the object. An 
object can be moved by changing coordinate in the property 
editor. Right click an object in work space will show the name 
of the object. 
The DNA sequence is first shown in linear form. Users may 
define as many sequences as they want and change the form. 
Only single sequence needs to be specified. After right clicking 
a DNA object in object window, an action menu will pop 
up. Clicking on “Complimentary” menu item will generate a 
complimentary sequence of the object. Additional features of 
the DNA shop are: 
Modification of any single bases in one strand will 
automatically adjust corresponding binding pairs. 
Stick ends can be specified by users interactively. 
Moving the mouse while pressing left button down cause 
the DNA structure move around. 
Hold “Shift” key while pressing mouse left button rotate 
the DNA structure and show in different views. 
Hold “Ctrl” key while pressing mouse left button will 
zoom in and out of the DNA structure. 
Users may change sequence bases at any time during the 
design process. The DNA shop will automatically synchronize 
corresponding changes. 
The DNA shop is aimed to facilitate researchers to design 
DNA sequences and structures. In addition to provide manual 
interactive design, additional design automation mechanisms 
are also attractive to improve design efficiency. The purpose 
of design automation is to relieve the designers from tedious 
repeatable design work and allow them focus on high-level 
strategic planning. Two types of design automation have 
been implemented in the DNA shop. The first one is called 
automated sequence expansion, which means users can define 
a base DNA component to be expanded, and set the number 
of base component expanded. ’ A new DNA sequence and 
structure can then be generated automatically based on the 
base component. The other one is called automated sequence 
connection. Through automated sequence expansion, a cluster 
of DNA blocks can be generated. Automated sequence connec- 
tion will allow designers to connect two or more DNA blocks 
Fig. 2. DNA stmcmrc generated by automated expansion 
automatically and generate more complicated structures. The 
user only needs to specify DNA blocks that need to be 
connected and the position of sticky end o f a  connecting block. 
The DNA blocks will then be connected automatically. Fig. 2 
shows a DNA structure obtained by automatically connect 
three DNA blocks created by automated sequence expansion. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has proposed a software tool called DNA shop 
for DNA nano-applications. It has demonstrated the concept 
of interactive DNA nano-structure design using computers. 
The purpose is to improve DNA structure design efficiency 
and have better idea about the designed DNA sequences 
and structures before tedious and time-consuming laboratory 
experiments. The DNA shop may offer potential applications 
for interactive molecular machine design. 
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